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Christian churches have played crucial but diverse roles in public debates over homosexuality in
Africa. In contrast to the vocal and explicit homophobia witnessed in many Pentecostal-
Charismatic Churches (PCCs), homosexuality has until recently been an overwhelmingly
silenced issue in the Acholi region of Northern Uganda, and an almost complete non-issue in
the local Catholic Church. This article suggests that while this silence in part relates to the
temporal proximity of the Northern Ugandan war, the absence of LGBTI (lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender and intersex) activism in the region, and the hesitance of mainline
churches to talk about sex, it is also embedded in what are considered to be customary Acholi
understandings of sexuality. Offering an analysis of Acholi Catholic teaching on peace and the
family, the article suggests that Catholicism has entrenched heteronormative patriarchy in
Acholi society. However, as illustrated by the unpopularity of church weddings, the norms
that govern sexuality are negotiated in the dynamic space between religion and what are
contemporarily understood as ‘modern’ and ‘customary’ Acholi moral sensibilities. The article
emphasizes the need for scholarship on religion and homosexuality to extend beyond PCCs
and capital cities, and beyond the most explicit forms of public homophobia in Africa.
Keywords: Acholi; sexuality; gender; marriage; Christianity; homophobia
Les églises chrétiennes ont joué des rôles cruciaux mais variés dans les débats publics sur
l’homosexualité en Afrique. Contrairement à l’homophobie virulente et explicite constatée
dans plusieurs Églises Pentecôtistes-Charismatiques (EPC), l’homosexualité a été jusqu’à
récemment un problème tout à fait étouffé dans la région d’Acholi du nord de l’Ouganda, et
un quasi non-problème au sein de l’Eglise catholique locale. Bien que ce silence se rapporte
en partie à la proximité temporelle de la guerre en Ouganda du Nord, l’absence de
militantisme LGBTI (lesbiennes, gays, bisexuels, transgenres et intersexués) dans la région,
ainsi qu’à l’hésitation des principales églises à parler de sexe, cet article suggère que ce
silence est également incorporé au sein de ce qui est considéré comme des conceptions
Acholi coutumières de la sexualité. Doté d’une analyse des enseignements Acholi
catholiques sur la paix et la famille, l’article suggère que le catholicisme a ancré le patriarcat
hétéronormatif dans la société Acholi. Cependant, comme l’illustre l’impopularité des
mariages religieux, les normes qui régissent la sexualité sont négociées dans l’espace
dynamique entre la religion et ce qui est contemporairement compris comme des valeurs
morales Acholi « modernes » et « coutumières ». L’article met l’accent sur la nécessité pour
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les travaux académiques sur la religion et l’homosexualité d’aller au-delà des EPCs et des
capitales, et au-delà des formes les plus explicites de l’homophobie publique en Afrique.
Mots-clefs: Acholi; la sexualité; le genre; le mariage; le christianisme; l’homophobie
Introduction
In late 2014 Uganda’s number one tabloid newspaper, the Red Pepper, announced that Kitgum
Catholic Mission in Northern Uganda was preparing for a mass wedding of 500 couples to be
held a day ahead of the mission’s centenary celebration in February 2015. Couples who had
yet to join in the sacrament of holy marriage were encouraged to take the opportunity to celebrate
their commitment to each other and to the teaching of the Church at this uniquely special
occasion. According to the elderly missionary parish priest interviewed by the Red Pepper, the
sacrament of marriage was ‘being emphasized because the Acholi community is hesitant to
embrace weddings in post-conﬂict northern Uganda due to associated exorbitant costs’ (2014).
In private conversations the priest, as well as his colleagues, were, however, of one mind: the
Acholi did not refrain from marriage simply because they were poor, but because they were
‘not serious’. In the end, only 27 couples were married at the grand February event. Although
far from the 500 couples the Church had hoped to wed, the number was over double the
average of couples married yearly by the parish in preceding years. In a parish where approxi-
mately 1500 children were baptized yearly, the typical number of marriages – 10–14 per year
in 2009–2012 – was strikingly low. Clearly, the institution of Christian marriage did not draw
the support from Acholi Catholics in Kitgum that it did from their priests. For most Acholi Catho-
lics, the norms that governed sexuality were negotiated in the dynamic space between religion and
what were contemporarily understood as ‘modern’ and ‘customary’ Acholi moral sensibilities –
not determined by the Church.
This article engages the debate about the politics of homosexuality by analysing the inﬂuence
of the Catholic Church on norms pertaining to gender, sexuality and the family in Northern
Uganda. Reﬂecting on the wealth of scholarly work that deals with the role of churches in the
anti-gay law debate in Uganda (Blevins 2011; Bompani 2016; Bompani and Brown 2014;
Boyd 2013; Cheney 2012; Fichtmüller 2015; Jenkins 2000; Müller 2014; Ward 2015), the
article is driven by two observations. Firstly, at a time when Ugandan media was ﬁlled with
debate about the anti-gay law, a debate in which representatives of the Catholic hierarchy were
vocally engaged on a national level, homosexuality was almost completely silenced at Catholic
churches in Kitgum. Secondly, although scholarly and media accounts of the anti-gay law
debate in Uganda portray the Catholic Church as an institution with enormous moral authority
in Ugandan public debate, not only over homosexuality, but also marriage, divorce and other
issues relating to sexuality, the Catholic Church has in fact had extremely limited success in con-
vincing Northern Ugandan Acholi Catholics of the necessity of the sacrament of Christian mar-
riage. The question the article subsequently seeks to answer is: how has the local Catholic Church
inﬂuenced the debate on homosexuality in Northern Uganda?
To answer this question, and following a brief overview of the relevant debates and of the
Ugandan context, the article’s analysis and argument develop in four steps. Firstly, I show that
an overwhelming silence surrounded homosexuality in Northern Uganda, and analyse some
notable exceptions to the heteronormative silencing of same-sex intimacies. In this section, I
show that although the Catholic Church kept largely silent on homosexuality, it provided
forums for opportunistic politicians’ public homophobia in Acholi. Secondly, by turning to
Catholic teaching on the family as it is represented in Acholiland, I suggest that the most impor-
tant role of the Church in regard to the debate about the anti-homosexuality bill has been to
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entrench the exclusionary violence (Kato Kisule 2013) of heteronormativity and patriarchy into
Acholi society. I will suggest that these implicit and often unverbalized norms exclude all those
who do not ﬁt the norm, but they do so in a manner strikingly different to the graphic and violently
hateful speech of those religious leaders and politicians depicted in, for instance, the ﬁlm ‘God
loves Uganda’ (Williams 2013) and many other recent accounts of Ugandan homophobia. Fur-
thermore, while the churches’ teaching contains notable elements that could be employed to
promote tolerance, its fostering of a static concept of culture (van Klinken and Gunda 2012)
has created an environment in which implicit exclusionary violence easily turns explicit, as
appears to be occurring in contemporary Northern Uganda.
Thirdly, I analyse evidence on the unpopularity of Christian marriage among Catholics in
Kitgum, and suggest that the inﬂuence of Catholicism in the region must be analysed in light
of how the incorporation of Catholic notions with what are contemporarily held as customary
Acholi notions of family and sexuality has been negotiated. I show how certain Catholic
norms have been seen as fairly easily commensurable with lived realities, whereas other norms
have been rejected or circumvented. In the ﬁnal section of the article, I pause at some of my infor-
mants’ views on changing gender norms in order to foreground the need for scholarly analysis to
avoid static conceptions of society and, instead, to assess the role of religion in the politics of
homosexuality as part of on-going societal change.
The article draws on nine months of ethnographic ﬁeldwork between 2012 and 2016, the bulk
of which focused on one Catholic and one Anglican parish in Kitgum town in Eastern Acholiland.
While this article is informed by my ﬁeldwork as a whole, my focus here is on the Catholic
Church.1 During the longest part of my ﬁeldwork (September 2012–April 2013), debate about
the so-called anti-gay legislation was at one of its peaks in Uganda. By way of a notable district
ofﬁcials’ stories of NGOs that had been chased away due to ‘spreading gay propaganda’ in
Uganda, I, however, felt indirectly warned off from being too vocal on the topic. I thus opted
to not bring the theme up in discussions or interviews, nor offer my personal views on LGBTI
(lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex) rights on the occasions where the theme did
come up in conversation, unless explicitly asked to do so. Furthermore, I lived in Kitgum with
my husband and children, that is, as part of a heterosexual family. To a large part, therefore,
the analysis I present has emerged through my re-reading and re-framing of ﬁeldwork data
from 2012 and 2013: interviews, transcripts of church services and notes about comments
made in the ﬂow of discussions that I at the time considered somewhat peripheral to my key
research interests. Furthermore, the article draws on discussions I initiated around its themes
with some of my key informants (young Catholic adults and priests) at a later stage, during
three-week visits to the region in 2015 and 2016, and via e-mails and telephone calls. Some of
these informants and friends also read drafts of this article, and provided invaluable comments
and insight on my arguments.
Politics, religion and homosexuality in Uganda and beyond
The increase in the quantitative and auditory volume of debates around homosexuality in Africa
during recent years has been attributed to the simultaneous increase in activism by lesbian and gay
rights groups on the one hand, and the intense Pentecostalization of African public spheres on the
other (Bompani and Brown 2014; Meyer 2011). In Uganda, as across the continent, Charismatic
Christian groups have found new links with conservative Christian groups in Europe and North
America, while politically progressive movements in Africa have received ﬁnancial and political
support from their ideological and political allies in the West, leading scholars and activists to
suggest that the culture wars of Europe and North America have turned global (Cheney 2012;
Kaoma 2012). However, the interlinked politics of religion and sexuality in contemporary
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Africa are ﬁrmly embedded in the continent’s colonial and missionary past, through which the
patriarchal and heteronormative emphases within the colonizing religions of Christianity and
Islam repressed diverse indigenous African beliefs and values concerning gender and sexuality
(Tamale 2011, 16; Wieringa 2009, 210). Many scholars have assessed homophobic mobilizations
in Africa as examples of a selective memorialization of the past – what Wieringa (2009) refers to
as ‘postcolonial amnesia’ – and the concomitant stoking of moral panics by forces seeking to
‘establish hegemonic thinking in… society’ (2009, 208). Others again have steered away from
the language of hegemony and counter-hegemony, emphasizing, rather, the ‘divergent frame-
works of ethical personhood’ (Boyd 2013, 697) at play in these debates. As Boyd argues, in
Uganda opponents of gay rights are motivated by indigenous notions that emphasize the well-
being and respect of the extended family and clan, while proponents draw on notions of individual
rights and freedoms. These different lines of analyses are best seen as complementary. In this
article I engage with both.
The close links that were forged between the colonial and the missionary project carried over
into the political system of independent Uganda, where missionary activity during the colonial era
was restricted to the Roman Catholic and the Anglican Church. This resulted in a denomination-
ally bifurcated state, in which both the educational and political systems were sharply divided
between Catholics, Anglicans and a small Muslim minority (Hansen 1984; Ward 2005). The reli-
gious divisions created through the colonial era missions further fragmented an ethnically diverse
polity. Cleavages within the country – historically between the North and the South, and recently
increasingly between the president’s home region and the rest of the country – have placed a sig-
niﬁcant obstacle to the development of an inclusive and cohesive state. At various points in
history, Uganda’s mainline churches have opposed the violence and exclusionary politics of
those in power, while at other points in history they have remained silent (Kassimir 1998).
These changing stands have been negotiated within the constraints of the politicized ethnic and
linguistic divisions that run through the churches themselves (Ward 2005).
Since Museveni’s takeover in 1986, Pentecostal-Charismatic Christianity (PCC) has gained
notable inﬂuence in the Ugandan public sphere (Bompani 2016; Gusman 2009; see also Meyer
2011), while mainline churches have also retained a visible public role (Alava 2017a; Ward
2015).2 The political position of mainline churches has altered signiﬁcantly since Museveni’s
National Resistance Movement (NRM) came to power, and there have been notable divisions
within the churches over their relationship to the current regime. When church leaders have cri-
tiqued the NRM for corruption or electoral irregularities, politicians have responded with
demands for clergy to stay out of politics. The right of religious leaders to comment on legislation
relating to gender, sexuality or marriage, on the other hand, is hardly ever questioned, since these
are seen as the natural terrain of the church. What happens within Ugandan churches and within
the international church bodies to which they belong inﬂuences what happens within Uganda. As
Ward (2015) shows, this has also been the case with regard to anti-homosexuality legislation. In
1997 anti-gay activists from the Episcopal Church in the United States arranged study meetings
for Church of Uganda delegates in preparation of the Anglican Communion’s international
Lambeth Conference. Nine years later, developments within the Anglican Communion led the
Ugandan Anglican archbishop to break relations with churches that espoused gay-friendly theol-
ogy. Homosexuality had by this point raised lively debate in Uganda, in part spurred by evange-
lical Americans, such as pastor Scott Lively, who joined forces with Ugandan Pentecostal pastors
to mobilize Ugandans against homosexuality, culminating in the proposed tightening of existing
anti-sodomy law, that is, in what became known as the anti-gay bill of 2009 (Ward 2015).
The notable changes caused in Ugandan society by the growth and multiplication of Pente-
costal-Charismatic Churches/Christianity (PCCs), and the undeniable centrality of certain PCC
leaders such as Pastor Martin Ssempa and the ‘born-again’ Anglican MP David Bahati, has led
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the majority of scholars writing on the Ugandan anti-gay debate to focus on the role of PCCs (see
e.g. Bompani 2016; Bompani and Brown 2014; Boyd 2013; Cheney 2012), and for the continuing
crucial role of mainline churches to be largely painted out of view (Ward 2015). In important cor-
rectives, Fichtmüller (2015) suggests that the hierarchical organizational model of mainline
churches may make them more inﬂuential as political lobbyists than the more loosely structured
Pentecostal churches, while Ward (2002) and Rao (2015) have shown how recent the ﬁxation with
homosexuality is among Ugandan churches. Ward (2015) has also argued that the century-old
inﬂuence of mainline churches in Uganda allows their leaders, more so than Pentecostal
pastors, to be ‘regarded as spokespersons of a national consensus on ethics’ (2015, 137).
This is particularly true in Northern Uganda, which has been a stronghold of the Catholic
Church in Uganda, and where it is commonly estimated that 70% of the population are Catholic.3
Although PCC is growing in this region too, the Catholic Church remains the largest, and main-
line churches hold a special moral standing that rests on the activism of key church leaders during
and after the (1986–2006) war between the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) and the government of
Uganda. Under the umbrella of the Acholi Religious Leader’s Peace Initiative, religious leaders
forged a powerful narrative of forgiveness, reconciliation and unity, which remain prominent
themes in public debate and Catholic teaching in the region (Apuuli 2011; Finnegan 2010).
Recent Acholi Catholic emphasis on national unity and inclusion amid ethnic diversity, which
has prominent predecessors in theological and political statements by the Catholic hierarchy in
Ugandan history, sounds conspicuously different to the ﬁercely exclusionary homophobic state-
ments made by some Catholic politicians and clergy in Uganda. In simple terms, the dilemma in
Catholic theology is this: on the one hand, all human beings are enclosed under God’s creation
and redemption; hence everyone belongs under God’s universal love. On the other hand,
God’s love does not extend to sin. The key question becomes: is homosexuality is sinful? The
ofﬁcial doctrine of the Catholic Church, which has not really translated into Ugandan debates
on the topic, distinguishes between homosexuality as an intrinsic tendency, and homosexual
acts, only the latter of which is deemed sinful (Catholic Church 2012). Many Catholics argue
that homosexuality is against the natural order and hence not a part of God’s creation.4 As
Oinas writes, ‘references to God, Nature and Nation fuel each other and are tightly interlinked
everywhere in the world’ (2011, 9–10), leading to the naturalization of the ‘ﬁction of this
“always-already” patriarchal and heterosexual nation’ (Wieringa 2009).
Resources from within Christian tradition may, however, also be drawn towards LGBTI-
friendly theology (Ellison 1996; Epprecht 2013). While gay-friendly theology has to a large
extent arisen from Western contexts, there are important exceptions, also in Uganda, where a
Catholic priest, father Musaala and a now ex-communicated Anglican bishop, Christopher
Senyonjo, have taken vocal positions in defence of LGBT minorities (Kaoma 2012; Musaala
2014; Senyonjo 2007). Their voices are exceptions in the broader picture, since as van
Klinken and Gunda (2012) have shown, the majority of African theologians have either explicitly
condemned homosexuality, or stayed silent and hence afﬁrmed heteronormativity.
As I show in the following analysis, silence was the predominant mode for the Catholic
Church to deal with homosexuality in Kitgum. The starting point for my analysis is public
church events, where the historical imbrication of the state and mainline churches in Uganda con-
tinues to be particularly evident: at these events, the church ﬂag is hoisted alongside the Ugandan
ﬂag, and politicians are routinely given the chance to address crowds with what are often expli-
citly political speeches. As I argue elsewhere, such events function as occasions for performing
the state – for simultaneously representing, negotiating and reconstituting power relations
between the Acholi people and the state, and between the state and political opposition, and
for narrating alternative visions of the future (Alava 2017a). One of the key concerns of these
visions for the future is sexuality. Indeed, the events I analyse exemplify how Wieringa and
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Sívori characterize the politics of sexuality: ‘the education of desire as a nation-making device
reveals the moral quality of politics as spectacle: policing the imagination of the community as
a self-contained entity’ (2013, 17).
Homosexuality in Acholiland – ‘an issue of little concern’?
Homosexuality, to quote an Acholi Catholic priest, has been ‘an issue of little concern’ in Acholi-
land. My own experience of this is best captured by the words of my young Catholic friend
Daniel, who commented on my ideas for this article by stating that ‘the issue of homosexuality
is so silenced in Kitgum that it is almost impossible to hear about’. Here a methodological
note of caution is in place: it is possible that my informants’ silence on the theme was in part
due to their assumptions of what my views would be. That said, it is noteworthy that although
homosexuality has been debated for two decades in Uganda, my informants themselves stressed
that the issue has become a topic of conversation in Northern Uganda only much more recently.
As Daniel put it: ‘about four years back it was very rare to hear the issue of homosexuality in
Uganda. Truth be told some people upcountry did not even know of its existence’.5 This
section of the article seeks to understand what this silence was about, and to so make more
sense of those moments in my ﬁeldwork when I encountered public expressions of homophobia.
One reason for the relative silence surrounding homosexuality in Kitgum is that unlike in
some larger cities, civil society groups in Northern Uganda have not actively lobbied for
LGBTI rights, nor have LBGTI minorities been visible.6 In the context of the churches I
studied, the silence also relates to the fact that in contrast to what has been the case in
Ugandan PCC, graphic details about sexual behaviour are not part of the typical culture of reli-
gious preaching in mainline churches in Uganda. Ward notes that while immorality is a common
topic of sermons in the Anglican Church of Uganda, moral instruction in this tradition ‘often take
[s] on a ritual, declamatory character’ and that the sermon ‘is rarely utilised to give systematic
teaching about sexual ethics’ (2015, 132). This characterization also ﬁts Catholicism in Acholi-
land, where neither homosexuality nor details about sexual practices are addressed in church
teaching (Porter 2015). Rather, as I will argue in more detail later, teaching related to sexuality
focuses in a more general way on propriety and life-long commitment.
In turning to analyse the more ﬁnely engrained reasons for silence in Acholi, allow me now to
turn to Catholic public church events. On two such occasions, I witnessed explicit homophobic
hate speech; both times, the theme was introduced by Catholic politicians at Catholic Parish
Feasts, once Mass had ended and local dignitaries were invited to give speeches and make
donations to the church. At the 2012 Parish Feast day of Kitgum Mission, a male district
leader from a neighbouring district stated in his speech:
I want to tell you leaders of church and government. Can a man marry a man? Or a woman a woman? I
want you to show your stand. You have to stand ﬁrm so everyone who introduces that kind of practice
we will deal with according to law… We must come out as Christians, as before Christians came to
ﬁght in the war of Crusades. You should be prepared to ﬁght in this war. Do you want men to marry
men? No! It’s going on among us even in Kitgum. We don’t want that practise. If it is dividing Uganda
from the world, then it should. We cannot accept it just because we need support.7
The politician’s speech can in many ways be located within rhetoric common to debates about the
anti-gay law in Uganda. In this speech, joining the ‘war’ against homosexuality was made a deci-
sively Christian concern. The comparison between the war against homosexuality and the Cru-
sades is in fact strikingly appropriate: both, while outwardly motivated and legitimized by
religion, were fundamentally about gaining control over resources and political power (Cheney
2012). The speech also ﬁts squarely within rhetoric common to the paradoxical nature of
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debates about the anti-gay law Uganda, in which an appeal to Christianity, a religious tradition
rooted into Uganda during the colonial era, was combined with a patriotic appeal for Uganda
to stand ﬁrm in its opposition to the West (Cheney 2012; Tamale 2013).
A similar point was highlighted also on the one occasion during my 2012–2013 ﬁeldwork
when my friends spontaneously brought up their own views on homosexuality. The comment
arose in the context of discussion over the Marriage and Divorce Bill, which was at the time
being debated – again – in the Ugandan parliament (see Larok 2013). One of the young Catholic
men said he believed that at least 95% of Uganda opposed the liberal bill, and explained that the
whole bill was ‘all because of these external political things, you know, like the big countries.
Those like the gay marriage thing and this, it’s all because of external political inﬂuence and
pressure’.8 The comment was left hanging, and the men steered the discussion elsewhere, but
the way in which their brief comments viewed the laws as related to foreign pressure, and
linked the two laws together, was reﬂective of a broader important point: Ugandans see the
anti-gay law as part of a broader societal debate concerning gender, sexuality and the family.
In this debate, as Boyd (2014) argues, emphasis on individual rights is often conceptualized as
a threat to the well-being of the broader community.
Indeed, the anti-gay debate is not only a question of international relations or political popu-
lism. Instead, as also argued by Ndjio (2013) and Wieringa (2009), politicians are able to rally
such widespread support for anti-gay mobilization because the fear of homosexuality resonates
with other concerns in society. The next speech at the same Parish Feast highlighted these
other – local – concerns, which, echoing Vorhölter (2012), I argue to be more important for under-
standing homophobic attitudes in Acholiland than any concern with national sovereignty.
The speech was given by a Catholic district chairperson (Local Council 5 Chairperson, hen-
ceforth LC5) of about 50 years, who ﬁrst spoke at length about the legacy of the Acholi Religious
Leader’s Peace Initiative and its signiﬁcance for Northern Uganda: ‘They showed the example’,
he explained. ‘I’m a Catholic, but during their time I entered the church of the Protestants for the
ﬁrst time’. After this he continued:
My brother [the other LC5] here has talked about homosexuality. You can see your boys lowering
trousers. This comes from America, because if you are a gay, you must put like this kind of
Pampers to stop what body ﬂuids are running out uncontrollably. Those people practicing homosexu-
ality – if you are dressing like that, that is not good.
The notion that saggy pants were an indicator of homosexuality, and the suggestion that gay men
could not control their body ﬂuids – a suggestion reminiscent of the pornographic homophobia of
pastors like Martin Ssempa – was one the same politician had also made at the other parish feast I
witnessed a few months earlier. Rather than dwelling on this point further (see e.g. Mbembe 2006,
167), I wish to pay attention to what followed immediately after the LC5’s brief comments on
homosexuality:
Young girls too. You have to turn your eyes [in shame] not to see these children coming from our
homes. Going to nightclubs – that practise is not good. Those children are different from us…
Young boys stay with sachets [small packets of potent liquour that were widely and cheaply available
in the region] in their pockets!…Our next generation is being destroyed… And in some small huts,
there can be eight girls in a hut doing prostitution. Do we want this to continue?
The LC5 concluded by reiterating the need for religious leaders, politicians, parents and elders to
take responsibility for steering society in a good direction. Later in the closing speech, a visiting
high-ranking Catholic priest said that he too was worried about homosexuality, and called for
adults to make sure that children do not enter ‘bad groups’. In both the later LC5’s and the
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priest’s speech, homosexuality was framed as one among a number of other issues that were inter-
preted through concern over the apparent falling apart of Acholi society. Such a narrative of moral
decay is widespread in contemporary Acholiland, this decay being seen as the outcome both of the
moral shock and interruption of established ways of life caused by the Northern Ugandan war, and
the exposure to ‘foreign evils’ concomitant with modernization (Alava 2017b; Porter 2013; Vor-
hölter 2012).9 While this narrative cuts across Acholi society, and is also expressed, for instance,
by Catholic and Anglican parish youth, I ﬁnd it reasonable to interpret the concern with moral
decay as the primary concern of elderly men – for it is elderly men who as religious leaders,
clan elders and prominent local politicians, have taken on a role as the primary spokespersons
of Acholi culture.
In sum, homosexuality, on the few occasions when I heard it discussed in Kitgum, was pri-
marily portrayed as a threat to social harmony. In contrast, same-sex intimacy, homosexuality
as an identity issue or sexuality as a question of human rights, was not a topic of popular
concern in Kitgum – neither in discussions that I took part in and witnessed, nor for the Catholic
Church. While remembering the methodological points of caution I mentioned above, I suggest
that there are at least two reasons for this silence concerning homosexuality in Acholiland. The
ﬁrst relates to contemporary understandings of what is genuinely ‘Acholi’, and the second to
the recent war in the region.
Firstly, in light of what are contemporarily understood to be ‘customary’ Acholi understand-
ings of human sexuality, homosexuality is widely considered unthinkable. While none of the
existing scholarship on Acholiland focuses explicitly on this issue, the core of Acholi understand-
ings of sexuality are analysed carefully by Porter in a passage that relates attitudes to homosexu-
ality to more general norms regarding sexuality:
For most Acholi, the payment of luk [‘a customary payment that is related to acknowledging and
socially normalizing a sexual relationship’ Porter 2013, 193], or the intention to pay it, is what… sep-
arates the socially acceptable sex that contributes to social harmony from that which damages it. Sex
that is completely outside of the structure of luk – such as female adultery, deﬁlement (of pre—pub-
escent girls in particular), forced marriages within the LRA in ‘the bush,’ and homosexual sex – is
reacted to strongly, as it threatens the well-being of the moral community. (2013, 196)
The key point here is that homosexual sex is seen as a threat to social harmony; that is, it resonates
strongly with the concern over moral decay and modernization in Acholiland that I mentioned
above, and within the context of which fears over homosexuality were framed in the instances I
described above. Arguably, this narrative of social breakdown is a gendered one, as moral decay
– and homosexuality – are seen to threaten Acholi masculinity. As p’Bitek describes in his essay
‘Acholi love’, in pre-colonial Acholi society, a man was only considered a man if married
(1964, 7–8). In contemporary Kitgum, this remains true regarding traditional marriage, the Chris-
tian ceremony being far less important, although it is increasingly considered acceptable for men to
wait until their 30s until they marry. What however remains constant throughout Acholi is that it is
the relationship between aman and a woman which ‘establishes a position and identity fromwhich
individuals operate within their social realities and towhich all others reference them’ (Porter 2013,
167). Hence it is not surprising that in the few cases in my data where homosexuality is acknowl-
edged to exist at all, it is mostly done with the assumption that homosexuality is not in-born in
Acholi society, but rather, it is something threatening Acholiland from outside.
For instance, in an interview with the same Catholic politician whose speech I quoted at length
above, I asked whether there had ever been homosexuals in Acholiland. He answered:
Huh? In Acholi? No! If there is that case then for me I will say there is something wrong with the mind
of that person who would go for a man and yet there are very many women who walk.
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Earlier in the discussion he had told me that some Pentecostal pastors in Kampala who were being
sponsored from the United States were having sex with young boys. In other words, homosexu-
ality was something coming from the outside – from outside Uganda, from outside Catholicisim,
and from outside Acholiland. A similar tendency can be seen in Catholic and Anglican interpret-
ations of the story of the Uganda martyrs,10 who have in recent debate been increasingly portrayed
as having died due to their refusal to engage in the Kabaka’s sexual advances. In these interpret-
ations, the notion that the Kabaka, a Ganda man, may have had homosexual desires, is side-lined
through emphasis on the righteous, Christian martyrs who refused him (Blevins 2011; Rao 2015).
In light of extensive previous research on sexualities in Africa (Abbas and Ekine 2013;
Epprecht 2008; Gunkel 2011; Matabeni 2014; Roscoe and Murray 2001) and in Uganda (see
Tamale 2007 for an overview), it seems, however, likely that same-sex intimacy was to some
extent accommodated in pre-colonial Acholi society. Two points in existing literature merit
pause for consideration. First of all, while pre- and extramarital sex in customary Acholi
culture was seen to threaten social harmony and was hence condemned, p’Bitek (1964) describes
how men and women could have intimate relations outside of what was considered appropriate as
long as they were not caught. This did not mean that such acts were considered acceptable, and
transgressors were often ﬁercely punished. p’Bitek speaks only of heterosexual relations, but it
appears likely that same-sex intimacy has been possible – and punishable – in a similar way.11
An observation to which Tamale (2007, 18) brings attention is that according to Driberg
(1923) among the Acholi’s neighbouring Langi, there were males who were treated as women
and could marry another male.12 Further research would be needed on whether similar accommo-
dative social institutions existed in ‘customary’ Acholi as well. In any case, the contemporary
understanding in Acholi, one substantially entrenched by Catholic missionary work (see for
instance Kihangire 1957, 82), is that homosexuality was abhorred in customary Acholi culture.
To me this appears as one of the primary reasons for the silence surrounding the issue in the
region today.
Another reason for the silence may be the temporal proximity of armed conﬂict in the area.
During the Northern Ugandan war it was rumoured that Museveni’s army had a special unit
tasked with raping both men and women in order to humiliate the Acholi, and to infect them
with HIV (Finnström 2009). The silence surrounding these experiences has recently been increas-
ingly broken as survivors have spoken out (see e.g. Owich 2014; Refugee Law Project,
undated).13 It seems plausible that the closeness of the war thus contributes to the silence sur-
rounding same-sex intimacy in contemporary post-war Acholiland. But another point should
also be underlined. As Finnström notes, in the rumours about male rape during the war,
disease and homosexuality are depicted as some of the many weapons used to conquer the
Acholi. By raping Acholi men, the conquering NRA could ‘make them women’, stripping
them of their masculinity and pride. The narrative thus functions to convey the oppressors –
not Acholi men – as capable and willing to engage in sex with other men. A similar externaliza-
tion appears in the few comments my informants made about same-sex couples in secondary
schools (a phenomenon observed the world over, see Gunkel 2011). Like war-time rape, same-
sex intimacy in boarding schools was constructed as an exception and anomaly to the rule that
homosexuality did not naturally appear in Acholi.
According to the Catholic priest I quoted in the beginning of this section, I had not heard many
sermons refer to homosexuality because it would not ‘be much of an issue for a preacher… [since
it was] not of much concern for the local people’. On the basis of the preceding analysis, I propose
that to the extent that the priest was right – that homosexuality was not a concern for local people
or an issue for a preacher in Acholiland – this was not because same-sex intimacy did not exist in
Acholiland, but because of the heteronormative silencing of non-normative desires.
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As van Klinken and Gunda (2012) note, following Epprecht’s (2008) deﬁnition of silence as a
form of homophobia, Christian churches in Africa have been very good at keeping quiet, and
through their silence, denied the existence of non-heterosexual practices and desires among their
members. Similarly, although homosexuality has been discussed widely and loudly in Ugandan
public media, it has not been a particularly prominent concern in Northern Uganda, and has primar-
ily been dealt with through silence. This appears, however, to be changing. Amass prayer organized
in 2014 by a prominent Pentecostal Church in the region’s largest town, Gulu, reportedly gathered
1000 people to protest against homosexuality (Acholi Times 2015). Such events, as well as obser-
vations by some of my key informants, point towards a shift in local public debate. The unverba-
lized but omnipresent homophobia that is inherent both in widely held social norms in Acholi
society and to Acholi Catholicisim seems to be turning much more explicit.
The triune pillar of society: father, mother and child
When homosexuality was vocally condemned in Kitgum, it was framed as part of a discourse of
the moral decay of Acholi society in the aftermath of war and under conditions of ‘modernization’
(see also Vorhölter 2012). It is here that concerns over the family and the sacrament of marriage
connect integrally with concerns over homosexuality. David Kato, one of the pioneers of the
LGBTI movement in Uganda, argued some time before his murder in 2011 that human rights dis-
course, in so far as it is inherently committed to an ideal of the ‘traditional family’, is violently
exclusive of all those who do not ﬁt the heterosexual norm (Kato Kisule 2013). Following this
line of thought, I argue that it is ﬁrst and foremost through the perpetuation of a heteronormative
and patriarchal family and gender system that the Catholic Church has contributed to public
debate about sexuality in Acholiland – rather than through the type of moral panic-driven homo-
phobic hate speech typical of Pentecostal churches in Kampala, or in the Ugandan national media.
Family is a constant theme of Catholic teaching in Northern Uganda and beyond. In the
Catholic view, the family formed by a man, a woman and their children, is the foundation of
the Church and of society, without which there is chaos. This view has been substantively devel-
oped in Catholic theology, where views of the Church as a family, of each family as a ‘mini-
church’, and of the Holy Family (Mary, Joseph and Jesus) as a role model for Catholic families,
has been seen as a particularly African contribution to Catholic theology (Magesa 2004;
M. Vähäkangas 2004).14 In my nine months in Kitgum, I heard innumerable variations of this
thematic, one of which was presented by the archbishop of the Catholic diocese of Northern
Uganda, John Baptist Odama, at a parish celebration:
A holy house produces a good fruit. We are saying today in Uganda: there is corruption, child sacri-
ﬁce, stealing, violence increasing – why? Because there’s no light of God! Uganda, we are one of the
most corrupt countries in the world. What is the key to addressing this? Homes! Homes! Produce for
us people of integrity! Bring them for us quickly! Those who don’t steal, who don’t promote violence!
Quickly, quickly, we are sinking!15
Marriage was the place for the production of children who would then be baptized and brought up
as decent human beings. Christian homes would produce people of integrity, who would bring
peace, and stop Uganda from sinking. For this reason, the Church saw it as essential for its
members to commit to Catholic marriage. Odama elaborated this point in a fascinating
example of Catholic inculturation theology in the sermon he gave at the mass wedding at
Kitgum Mission in February 2015:
In the wisdom that God gave to our elders long ago, they made cooking points using how many
stones? Three. Why three stones? God said that these three stones will stand in my clan: the
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Father, Son and the Holy Spirit. The living stone is now the parents and the children: the Father is the
man, the Son is the children, the Holy Spirit is the mother. Love makes the three stones work together.
If one of the stones is bent too low then a problem is bound to happen; what of the pot? It won’t remain
standing, it will fall. We must respect each other, work together to protect this pot, so that food gets
ready. What is this food? It is life. All life in this world comes from God in the ﬁrst place, then, in this
world it comes from the family. For the family is the stronghold of the society, the family is the strong-
hold of the church. If the family cannot be stable then the church will not be stable. If the family isn’t
stable then the world will not be stable.16
The centrality of the heterosexual family was emphasized by Odama and other Catholic priests
again and again and again, performing what I, following Kato Kisule (2013), argue to be a
form of exclusionary violence. As van Klinken and Gunda (2012) have shown, the heteronorma-
tive emphasis on the family is typical for inculturation theology in Africa:
[I]nculturation theologies tend to be quite conservative and employ a static concept of culture. The
cultural-religious values that did not allow for homosexuality in the past are simply reiterated and
are uncritically applied to the present. Of course, the values taken from culture correspond with,
and are reinforced by, the values that the theologians derive from the Bible and the Christian tradition.
In this type of African theological discourse, cultural, biblical, and theological arguments converge in
a uniﬁed stance toward homosexuality that is presented as an invention from the secular and liberal
West. (127)
There was, however, one thing that the archbishop, and Catholic clergy in Acholi more gener-
ally, spoke about even more than the family, and that was peace. The committed and often life-
threatening peace activism in which Odama and numerous other Catholic priests engaged
during the war was ﬁrmly embedded in the image and the theology of the church, and
Odama spoke of peace, reconciliation, mutual respect and unity at every possible occasion.
Set alongside the degradingly homophobic speech of the LC5 at the Parish Feast I quoted in
the previous section, these peace speeches were, and to me still are, rather remarkable. Some
of Odama’s central emphases were that ‘every human being is created with dignity in the
image of God, created to be companions to each other’, and that his job was to ‘teach humanity:
we are all one people’.17 In line with similar stances elsewhere (see e.g. van Klinken 2014,
266–267), Odama has condemned violence towards homosexuals, while strongly afﬁrming
the Catholic view that homosexuality was a deviance from a Godly way of life (see e.g.
Ocungi 2014).
To make sense of the apparent contradiction between Odama’s preaching on peace and non-
discrimination, and the violently exclusionary stance adopted by the Catholic Church in its silent
condoning of homophobic hate speech at public church events in Kitgum and in its support for the
anti-gay bill in Uganda, one needs to take account of the fact that Odama’s narrative of inclusion
is embedded in the view that equality follows from creation. God loves people of all tribes and
colours because He has created them equal, and offered them salvation, equally. While historical
differentiation has led some humans to be Acholi and some to be Baganda, all this variety falls
within the scope of God’s creation.18 But, following ofﬁcial Catholic moral teaching, God has
not created some people to practice homosexuality, since to do so contradicts the creation
story, and is hence against nature and God (see Oinas 2011). Even if it is accepted that some
people have been created with these attractions, this does not mean that God means for these
attractions to be followed, because the only true, pure and holy place for sexual expression
exists in the family, the role model for which is the Holy Family, and the foundation of which
is the sacrament of marriage.
Hence, from within the Catholic theological frame of understanding as it was elaborated in
contemporary Acholi, there actually is no contradiction between the narrative of peace and the
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homophobic stance of the ofﬁcial Catholic Church. In this understanding, the Church must protect
the heteronormative and patriarchal family in order to protect societal peace – a view that is
widely embraced in African Christian theology across denominational boundaries (see, for
instance, Kyomo and Selvan 2004 for a Tanzanian example). In this, the gerontocratic and patri-
archal conservative interests of the Acholi religious, cultural and political elite, combined. As
Odama said later in the sermon on the family that I quoted above: ‘For if there is anything that
is important, so that the world should be peaceful, then it is the family’. Embedded as
this teaching is in the overwhelming heteronormativity of Acholi society, it appears that the
Catholic Acholi narrative of peace and unity excludes those who feel or wish to express same-
sex desire.
The failed mass wedding: on the limits of Christian inﬂuence
So far I have argued that even while the Catholic Church has not paid particular attention to homo-
sexuality in its preaching in Acholiland, the Church has, through its silence on homosexuality and
its teaching on the family, entrenched heteronormativity and patriarchy in Acholiland in a way
that can be seen as enabling contemporary homophobia in the region. What remains to be dis-
cussed is to what extent Catholic teaching actually determined the ways in which Acholi Catho-
lics married and started families. Drawing on research among Pentecostal Baganda, Boyd writes
that Ugandans’ ‘attitudes about sex continue to be deeply shaped by notions of kinship and
lineage which tightly bind experiences of sexuality and reproduction, and, in turn, shape ideas
about ideal gendered behaviors’ (Boyd 2014, 704). The same is true in Acholi, where many of
the Churches’ teachings are at odds with deep-set cultural notions. The vision of the model Catho-
lic family was, ﬁrst of all, at odds with the considerably widespread practice of polygamy in
Acholiland (Porter 2013).19 Among the most active church-goers, particularly those with respon-
sibilities in the church, polygamy was far less common than it was among average church
members. What was common, however, was for traditionally married monogamous Catholics
to not get married in church – as has been the case in many African contexts, both during the
early missionary era and more recently (see e.g. Magesa 2004; A. Vähäkangas 2004). The
annual statistical reports of the Mission parish of St Mary’s indicate this clearly. The parish
covered a broad area to the North of Kitgum town, with an estimated 100,000 people living
within its boundaries. In 2012, the parish estimated itself to have 67,400 baptized members,20
1530 of whom were baptized during that year. In comparison, the number of marriages during
the same year was a strikingly low 10. In 2009 the ﬁgure had been 14, and in 2008, 11.
Not only was Church marriage fairly uncommon among regular Catholic parishioners, it was
also not a given among those serving in positions of responsibility at Catholic parishes. For
instance, St Mary’s had altogether 64 catechists and aspirant catechists, of whom 13 had not
yet been married in church despite being traditionally married. Individual life stories of the cate-
chists also told of a miss-match between Catholic ideals and lived realities. Catechist Omara had
been left to single-parent a number of children when his wife left with another man. After having
been repeatedly denied an annulment of his marriage, Omara started a new family with another
woman, so that although he served as a full-time catechist, he had for years been denied Commu-
nion. Catechist Francis had fathered a child with another woman when his wife had proved infer-
tile, and adopted this child with his church-married wife. A man had to have a child, and if he had
a child, he had to have a wife, and if getting either wife or child required breaking the laws of the
Church, the laws would be broken.
One Sunday morning a parish council member read out an announcement in church request-
ing that leaders of all Small Christian Communities work hard to get Christians to strengthen
families through Christian marriage. He himself had children with a woman whom he had not
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yet wed in church – something every one of the 500 or so people sitting in church were well-aware
of. By church decree, members of the parish pastoral council should be either single or married in
church, but at St Mary’s, as in many other Catholic parishes in Acholiland, many of the tradition-
ally married or cohabiting parish councillors had not received the sacrament of marriage. There
were simply not enough active and married Catholics to do all the volunteer work the church
needed for it to keep running.
What these examples show is that while traditional Acholi marriage, as the institution that is
seen to secure procreation and the regeneration of society, is still largely seen as the paramount
core of Acholi society, Christian marriage, even for most of those very deeply committed to
the Catholic Church, is not.21 This disjunction between ideal and reality (see Ward 2002, 106)
has troubled the Church for decades. In 1966, the British Anglican bishop of Northern Uganda
recalled that marriage had not been a matter of religious practice in early Christianity, and
declared that since marriage in Acholi was primarily a social contract between two clans, it
would have been wise for the church to simply bless couples who were married according to
local custom (Russell 1966). Similarly, some Catholic clergy I spoke with in Acholi insisted
that rather than extracting marriage into a rite of its own, missionaries should have developed
a way for priests to take part in blessing marriages at customary marriage ceremonies.
Marriage is one of the crucial areas where the ﬁt between Catholic and traditional Acholi
norms is far from perfect. As Porter’s study shows, Acholi marriage is not a once-off event,
but rather there is a continuum of stages that lead from initial contacts to full-ﬂedged ‘tra-
ditional’ marriage, and the ﬁnal completion of bridewealth. In this continuum there is leeway
for re-negotiation, refusal and retreat. Even full marriage is considered an agreement between
two clans, and is contingent on how things go: if the wife does not conceive, or if the
husband treats the wife very badly, the marriage can be dissolved and the woman can return
to her paternal home (Porter 2013, 195–196). The Catholic ideal of marriage, particularly in
its insolubility, is quite different. It was hence not surprising that one missionary priest said
that in over 10 years of working in Acholiland he had blessed only two marriages of young
people, ‘fresh, from the start’, as he described them, in comparison to other marriages,
which, the priest laughed, ‘are just recovery’.
That Catholic Acholis do not marry in Church to the degree expected by their priests is,
however, not simply an indication of a lack of ‘seriousness’. In the early years of the Northern
Ugandan war, the majority of Acholi cattle, in which bridewealth had traditionally been paid,
was looted. The amount of now cash-based bridewealth has risen drastically during and since
the war, such that young couples today commonly complain that getting ‘properly’ married
has become impossible. Church weddings too have become more expensive, following expec-
tations that they be large and coated with the paraphernalia of many-layered cakes and white
dresses. Some young people are starting to say that all these expenses are rather pointless, and
the money would be better spent on something like school fees.
Such concerns are in part echoed by the Church, which has lamented the commercialization of
marriage, and in fact criticized the inﬂation of bridewealth in the 1950s (see Kihangire 1957).
Since beginning their work in Acholiland, Catholic clergy have highlighted the sacramental
value of marriage, but also endorsed the customary Northern Ugandan understanding of marriage
as a social contract between two families. Hence, the Church requires that couples wishing to
marry have the support of their families for the union. In fact, early missionaries saw the
payment of bridewealth as a condition for Christian marriage, arguing that ‘without it there is
no stability in a marriage’ (Kihangire 1957, 95), albeit in special instances where couples with
mutual consent, as well as the consent of their families, could be considered legitimately
married even if bridewealth were not paid.
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This long-existing space for manoeuvring in Catholic teaching on bridewealth and marriage
has been put to a new test in recent years. In some rare cases, parents of young couples agree to
allow the couple to marry in church ﬁrst, and to have a traditional marriage, and to complete bride-
wealth, only once they are able. As one priest told me, clergy ‘strive to educate the families not
[to] put stumbling blocks to the celebration of the sacrament of marriage for their children’ (e-mail
correspondence, 2016). However, as I have shown, and despite the attempts of the church to advo-
cate for more simple and less expensive church weddings, the sacrament continues to be cele-
brated only rarely.
The above discussion has highlighted that the decision for Acholi Catholics to (not) tie the
sacramental knot unfolds in the dynamic space between religious, ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’
moral sensibilities. The examples indicate the ﬂexibility with which Catholic Acholis relate to
church proscriptions regarding sexuality, morality and the family: where Christian teaching
ﬁts, it is easily accommodated into cultural norms. Where Christian teaching does not, it is
easily circumvented.
Entrenching and contesting patriarchy
While Christianity has not overruled Acholi ideals about marriage, Christianity has nonetheless
entrenched patriarchy in the region. Despite the central roles played by nuns in Catholic parishes,
hospitals and schools, and by lay Catholic women in local parishes, the Church is intensely patri-
archal and male-centred. Practically all positions of notable leadership are held by men; at St
Mary’s this included catechists, even though they can also be female. The inherent patriarchy
of the Catholic tradition has found a fertile ground in customary Acholi gender notions, and
the ‘religious’ and ‘cultural’ justiﬁcations for held gender norms were often presented to me
together. For instance, during a discussion with a Catholic parish elder about changes in
Acholi society, he declared that too many counterproductive laws had been introduced, ‘like
that you can’t beat your wife’. According to this informant, a man has to teach a wife to
behave, and a woman has to respect the man. ‘It’s taught to us in church’ he concluded, ‘it’s
in the Bible: the man is the head of the household’.
Similar views are widespread among both Acholi men and women, as shown in Holly Porter’s
analysis of justice responses to rape, which are determined on basis of what the rape victim and/or
her family/clan consider the best way to protect or recover social harmony. While in some cases
this is felt to serve the best interest of all the individuals involved, as a whole, Porter argues that
the primacy of social harmony perpetuates a form of ‘structural violence [which takes] the form of
intense patriarchy’ (2013, 283). Catholicism, I hold, has entrenched this structural violence, but
this entrenchment has been neither straightforward, nor uncontested: where the teaching of mis-
sionary Catholicism has best coincided with traditional norms, for instance in highlighting the
value of the family and of child-bearing and of men as the heads of households, or in condemning
same-sex relationships, Catholicism has entrenched cultural norms. Where Christian and cultural
norms have not combined, as is the case regarding marriage, it is cultural ideals, rather than Chris-
tian ideals, that most powerfully inﬂuence the norms by which Catholic Acholis make decisions
concerning sexuality and family. These are of course precisely those points on which many Pen-
tecostals criticize Catholics, all over the world, and so also in Kitgum: just like Catholic priests,
many born-again Christians in Kitgum viewed Catholic Acholis as ‘not serious’ due to their
failure to not marry in church.
Although cultural, political and religious leaders in contemporary Acholiland commonly paint
images of Acholi ‘tradition’ as a reiﬁed and unchanging whole, back towards which Acholi
society should again move from under the stress caused by the war and the onslaught of modern-
ization; and although some aspects of ‘customary’ Acholi society – such as patriarchy – appear to
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have been resistant to change, Acholi culture, and norms regarding age, sexuality, family and
gender, are de facto changing, as they have been all along (see also Porter 2013, 168; Vorhölter
2012). My friend Daniel, in a discussion with a group of young Catholic men, and to the admoni-
tion of the other men present, argued that views on homosexuality in Uganda were also bound to
change. Daniel claimed that ‘just like people couldn’t have believed that women would start to be
respected, in the same way, even if people don’t believe now, views on gays will change in
Uganda. In some twenty years, it will be different’. In making this claim, he evoked a similar
image of a continuum of liberalization as that evoked by the Catholic elder I quoted earlier,
but with a crucial twist. Rather than seeing societal change as a threat to Acholi culture and
society, as the Catholic elders did, Daniel framed such change as an inevitable outcome of the
increased exposure of Ugandans to knowledge on homosexuality. As he wrote to me in a later
e-mail:
Western culture is just acknowledging the fact that there are some people out there who are naturally,
and normally born to be attracted towards the same sex… Ugandans have failed to accept the fact that
gays are normal but instead blame the Western World for corroding their society! We are just in a state
of denial.
Although Daniel is the only Acholi person I know who has shared such views with me, his com-
ments are noteworthy for many reasons. I pause here only at one of them, such a one which brings
us back to Kitgum mission and its handover from Catholic missionaries to the local church in
2015. As a well-educated young Acholi man, Daniel is a primary example of one other layer
of Catholic inﬂuence in Acholiland. As is the case for most Acholi who have wanted and been
able to give their children the best available education, Daniel has been sent by his parents to
Catholic schools. While these schools have preached to their students that they should adhere
to strict Catholic moral teaching, they have also fostered in many of their students a capacity
for social critique that does not exclude a sense of social and cultural embeddedness.
Conclusion
Drawing on ethnographic research on mainline Christianity and politics in Kitgum, Northern
Uganda, this article has explored how the politics of homosexuality manifests at the grassroots
of Northern Ugandan Catholicism, far from the limelight of national debate about Uganda’s
anti-gay bill. Until recently, homosexuality has been an overwhelmingly silenced issue in the
Acholi region, and an almost complete non-issue in local Catholicism. This indicates a striking
difference to the vocal and explicit homophobia of PCCs analysed in much of the existing
research.
The inﬂuence of the Catholic Church on debates about homosexuality in Northern Uganda is
best understood through a broader exploration of the ways in which the politics of homosexuality
intertwine with the politics of marriage and the family. Analysis of contemporary Acholi Catholic
teaching on the family suggests that a century of Catholic inﬂuence has entrenched heteronorma-
tive patriarchy in Acholi society, providing fruitful ground for the elaboration of contemporary
anti-gay mobilizations. This process has not, however, been straightforward: where Christian
and cultural norms have been at odds, concerns other than Christian ideals come to the fore
when Catholic Acholis make decisions concerning sexuality and family. This is particularly
apparent in how uncommon Christian marriage is among Acholi Catholics, even those deeply
engaged with Church activities.
The article’s analysis highlights that while PCC has increased in Uganda, as across Africa, and
while the role of Charismatic churches is extremely important in debates about homosexuality, the
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growth of new churches has far from overhauled existing norms regarding sexuality, gender and
family in the continent. As the presented case clearly shows, both ‘non-Christian’ cultural norms,
as well as norms deriving from Catholic social and sexual ethics, remain relevant for a consider-
able part of the Ugandan population, and hence for an analysis of sexual politics. It is also impor-
tant to take count of the notable differences in the degree to which PCCs set the pace for public
debate in different parts of Uganda, and that all churches across the country have not placed equal
emphasis on condemning homosexuality.
Previous research on the role of religion in the politics of homosexuality in Uganda and in
Africa has often focused on religious bodies’ inﬂuence on national media or legislative debate
(Bompani and Brown 2014; Fichtmüller 2015; van Klinken 2014; Ward 2015), and on the role
of Pentecostal-Charismatic and Evangelical Christianity (Boyd 2014; Cheney 2012; Müller
2014). This article extends this work by suggesting that there may be considerable differences
between national and local discourses, between capital cities and less central localities, and
between different churches. An exclusive focus on PCC, and on explicit and verbalized forms
of political homophobia in Africa, can lead scholarship to miss vitally important aspects of
sexual politics in Africa. This points to the need for more research on religion and the politics
of homosexuality in Africa to look beyond PCC, and beyond capital cities. Doing so would
importantly expand the perspective of scholarship beyond the most explicitly verbalized forms
of homophobia in Africa, and towards the more mundane, and silent aspects of sexual politics
in the region.
One ﬁnal question to consider in conclusion is, what the discussed case has to offer debates
about the potential positive and empowering role of religion for LGBTI persons. As I mentioned,
the Catholic Church has created a pervasive narrative of peace, forgiveness and unity in Northern
Uganda – a theological narrative which emphasizes the humanness of all human beings, regard-
less of ethnicity. Following Epprecht (2013), one might suggest that this religious narrative could
be re-signiﬁed as a resource for more LGBTI-friendly politics in the region. Yet as I argue, within
the theological logic of Catholicism as it is preached in Acholiland, there is no contradiction
between anti-homosexual mobilization and the Church’s peace advocacy, because things which
are seen to threaten Christian marriage and the family, such as homosexuality, are seen as funda-
mental threats to the general peace and stability of society. That said, in light of the success of the
Catholic Church in advancing a narrative of peaceful ethnic coexistence in Northern Uganda, I do
concur with Blevins (2011), and with those Ugandan priests who have spoken out for LGBTI
minorities while remaining committed to their faith and priesthood (Musaala 2014; Senyonjo
2007), that re-signiﬁcation of church teaching in ways that expands the well-being of these
churches’ LGBTI members is likely to serve these members far better than aggressive disavowal
of the role of religion in society. Tamale (2013) has argued that it is of paramount importance that
accounts of the politics of African sexualities avoid static, totalizing and othering conceptions of
African cultures and societies. As I hope this article has shown, the same holds for the role of
religion in these politics also.
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Notes
1. My case study parishes in Kitgum town had weekly services in both English and Acholi, and I mostly
took part in English services. The majority of my key informants were well-educated and spoke ﬂuent
English.
2. According to the latest published census, Catholics constitute 41.9%, Anglicans 35.9% and Pentecos-
tals 4.6% of the population (UBOS 2002). Of the 85% of the population who identify themselves as
Christian, 81% attend church service at least once a week (Pew Research Center 2010).
3. It seems likely, however, that many who might identify themselves as Catholic are not practising, or
that they attend PCC churches despite having been baptised Catholic. I also anticipate that the percen-
tage of Charismatic Christians in Acholiland will be higher than to date in the as-of-yet unpublished
recent Census.
4. During and in the few years after the Second Vatican Council (1962–1965), rather liberal theology on
sexual morality was accommodated by the Vatican, but more conservative positions again gained
ground during the 1978–2005 papacy of Pope John Paul II. The present Pope Francis has shown mod-
erate support for LBGTI Catholics, but those in favour of conserving the heterosexual family have to
date blocked any ofﬁcial shift in doctrine. For examples of alternative Catholic voices, see, for
example, Equally Blessed (2015) and McNeill (1993).
5. E-mail from young Catholic male informant, September 2015. All names used in this article are
pseudonyms.
6. As Holly Porter and Ben Mergelsburg will discuss in their forthcoming work on Acholi love, there are
many Acholi who are stigmatized and discriminated against due to their failure to conform to expected
gender norms; e.g. to marry and have children.
7. Fieldwork notes, September 2012.
8. Fieldwork notes, April 2013.
9. See also Finnström (2008) for analysis of how similar experiences of the breakdown of social relations,
particularly between elders and youth, played a part in the LRA rebellion.
10. A group of Catholic and Anglican men, most of whom served at the Kabaka’s (King of Buganda)
court, who were killed and burned at Namugongo between 1885 and 1887.
11. Porter writes that ‘the “local” approach for dealing with witchcraft accusations, incest and sodomy can
be brutal’ (2013, 94); in the Lord’s Resistance Army, homosexuality was punishable by death (Dolan
2009, 81).
12. What Tamale does not mention is that according to Driberg these men were impotent from birth (1923,
210), and hence an exception to the rule that all ‘sexual aberrations contrary to the order of nature’
(1923 209), in which context Driberg alludes to sex between males, were punishable by death. The
example still elucidates Tamale’s point that historically ‘homosexual practices were neither fully con-
doned nor totally suppressed’ (2007, 18).
13. For on-going research on the topic, see Schulz (2016).
14. For a recent book, published with contributions from a number of African Catholic cardinals and
bishops in preparation for the up-coming Roman Catholic Synod on the Family, see Sarah et al. (2015).
15. Fieldnotes from silver jubilee of a religious sister, February 2013.
16. Sermon recorded, transcribed and translated by my research assistant.
17. Odama’s acceptance speech for the World Vision Peace Prize, Gulu, 20 September 2012, from
ﬁeldnotes.
18. This doctrine, referred to as monogenetic theory, has been accepted in Catholic theology since the
1800s.
19. According to the most recent available data, 18% of households in the greater Northern region of
Uganda were polygamous, compared to just under 10% in the Central region (Uganda Bureau of Stat-
istics 2010).
20. This estimate is used in parish statistics, and it is calculated on the assumption that 70% of the popu-
lation are Catholic, and on the basis of the 2002 census with an assumed 4% yearly population growth
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rate. Because of war-related internal displacement, population in the area was distributed very differ-
ently during the latest census to what it is at present. Marriage and baptism ﬁgures are based on cate-
chists’ reports.
21. The same holds also in the Anglican Church in Kitgum.
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